
SAFETY FENCES FOR SWIMMING POOLS

NFP 90-306
Standard Compliant

- Private and collective application -

High-end product
- Designed and fabricated in France -

Minimal maintenance
- Aluminium thermo-coated -

Design et finishes
- Stilish with a clean modern look -

Customization
- Waves and colors -

Aluminium structure and glass

Swim PARk



Every project is unique, with a di�erent shape, type of
installation, exposure, characteristics of the site, all of wich we
study meticulously. 

 Our business is to analyze in detail all the technical parameters
 and to bring you the very best solutions.

 All our products are designed and made in France, to bring you
 high-end products and quality service.
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This fence is intended to prevent children under 5 reaching the pool. A fence is however no substitute for close adult supervision. We recommended installing
the fence at least 1 meter from the pool edge. For private swimming pools, avoid placing the fence too far from the pool as this can counteract its e�ectiveness

Accessories, options, spare parts

NFP 90-306
Standard Compliant

- Private and collective application -

NFP 90-306
Standard Compliant

- Private and collective application -



Domaine du Chateau de Nolet - Aucamville (France)
                        Realized by DB PISCINES, L’Union (31)



SwimPARK SP01
Presentation

Finishes                    mat white laquer

Attractive and robust

Designer lines : aluminium structure for a lightweight look, carefully sized to provide

perfect safety around pools. The Swim Park SP01 swimming pool barrier comes with

either a 6mm thick (1/4 inch) transparent in�ll (plastic* or laminated safety glass) or

alternatively with slimline vertical bars.

Aluminium vertical bars                                                                                      Plastic in�ll* or laminated safety glass 6mm

Easy to install
Adapts to all shapes
Choice of 3 lengths (1m, 1m50, 2m)
    ->can be cut to any lengths between 1 and 2 meters 
Can be pre-made to custom lengths in glass version
Panels with aluminium structure

NFP 90-306 Standard Compliant

*Contact with certain cosmetic or cleaning products can blemish these transparent panels. Such blemishes are visual only and in no way impair the inherent e�ectiveness of the barrier. The appearence of stains, colour changes,
sheens, or other visual e�ects on the transparent panels is outside of our control and our liability.

The choice of materials, essentially aluminum and stainless steel, 

the research for a maximal e�ciency, and an optimal conception,

allowed the elaboration of a strong and reliable product, the 

quality of wich was proved by more than 10 years of installation.

      





SwimPark SP01 MODEL

Technical Specifications SP01

This model is constituted by panels completely preassembled,

available in several �nishes (plastic, glass and aluminium bars).

The panels are delivered without posts. It is necessary to allow for

a post between every panel during the plan of setting-up plan.

2 posts are delivered preassembled with the gate.

Panels are slid into the posts and locked.

Panels can be cut in di�erent length in plastic in�ll and bars panels.

Can be pre-made to custom lengths in glass version.

Panels lengths = ENTRAXE of the posts

Gate length = ENTRAXE of the Gate posts

Gate with left handle

Right opening

Réf. CB117 et CB173

Gate with right handle

Left opening

Réf. CB107 et CB174

  Transparent panels 6mm

Ref. (plastique)    CB101     CB102     CB103

Ref. (glass)            CV101     CV102     CV103

Lengths                    2m          1.5m        1m

Height                                    1.22m

Weight                   20.7kg     15.6kg      10.5kg

   Transparent Gates R&L

Ref               CB107    CB117    CB173    CB174

Handle         Right       Left         Left        Right

Opening       Left        Right      Right        Left

In�ll                   Plastic                      Glass

Length                 1m                           1m

Height                1.22m                     1.22m

Weight                 25kg                         28kg

Entraxe poteau Entraxe poteau

Delivered without posts

Vertical bars panels

References           CB104     CB105     CB106

Lengths                    2m          1.5m        1m

Height                                   1.22m

Weight                   10.4kg     8.8kg      5.6kg

Delivered without posts

Delivered without posts

Fixation posts

References                    CB108         CB109 

Use                                  angle     Straight line

Section posts                70x70        70x44

Weight                              3.3kg         2.7kg

Height                                      1.25m

Section platine                   160x90mm

Entraxe �xation points      107mm

Delivered with �xation part
(without screw, see accessories page and «price list»)



MODELE SwimPark SP01



Installation advice

Details for various angles - Reference CB108 and CB109

Details for angle

Detail for straight line

Plan a post for angle

Ref. CB108, 4 departures

Plan a post for straight line

Ref. CB109, 2 departures

Thanks to a system of articulation, the panel can form, with the axis of the post, an angle of 30 ° maximum.

Plan the dimensions of the deck when

the post is situated near a wall.

The panels and the �xation of the posts

must be installed perpendicularly.

 Details for fixation

Details for the gate
The gate authorizes 3 departures of panel. It is deeply advised to put panels in the alignment of the gate.

 Otherwise, it is necessary to plan a kit " big tra�c " (to see ref. CB418 in the accessories section) to optimize its functioning.

Advised installation of the gate

SwimPark SP01 MODEL

Attention on the dimensions on the ground of the gate (width 19cm). 

Against a wall, position the gate of 75 in 110mm of the wall.

Post for straight line - Ref. CB109



Camping La Bouquerie - DORDOGNE (France)
         Realized by VERTE NATE, Saint-Geniès (24)



The modules designed in standard widts or custom widts (glass version) and the post slots enable connection

at various angles, allowing both standard and creative shaped pools to be closed o�.

When the safety barrier is used in conjonction with walls, the walls must be high enough (at least 1.10 meters

high between anchor points) to prevent access by climbing and not allow access tough gaps, doors, windows,

etc. (doors and windows must be �tted with childproof locks).

   Gate against a wall - Wall fixation, accessorie ref. CB119

Post against a wall

Example of installation for 8 x 4 m swimming pool

- 15 panels 2m ref. CB101, CB104 or CV101

- 1 panel1m ref. CB103, CB106 or CV103

- 1 Gate 1m ref. CB107, CB117, CB173 or CB174

- 4 posts for angle ref. CB108

- 11 posts for straight lines ref. CB109

Other example with various angles:

We recommended installing the fence at least 1 meter from the pool edge. For private

 swimming pools, avoid placing the fence too far from the pool as this can counteract its e�ectiveness

MODELE SwimPark SP01

Installation advice

The �rst post from a wall has to be situated

In 45mm of the latter (quotation of the wall in the axis of the post)

With a wall �xation (to see accessories section), 

Plan a space between gate and wall:

75 to 110mm from the wall to the entraxe of the

gate’s post.

In every case, do not leave an overpass in 100 mm between

 the wall and the last element of the barrier.

Against a wall, the gate must be �xed with

a wall �xation (to see accessories section).

Plan a space between gate and wall:

75 to 110mm from the wall to the entraxe of the

gate’s post.

75 à 110mm

Mur

45mm mini





SwimPARK SP03
Présentation

Finishes                                 Custom colours

Easy to install
Adapts to all shapes
Custom-lenght panels
Finishes: white aluminium structure
Custom �nish

NFP 90-306 Standard compliant

Discreet and elegant

Minimalist lines: simple upright posts directly accept the 8mm laminated or

 toughened glass in�ll. The Swim Park SP03 swimming pool barrier blends

discreetly in with the surroundings and sets o� the pool shape elegantly, 

without hiding anything.

Glass tempered 8mm panel



Particulier - Latresne, 33 (France)
                             Realized in 2015



SwimPark SP03 MODEL

Technical Specifications SP03

Gates D&G glass 6mm

Reference         CB173                     CB174

Handle                 Left                    Righte

Opening             Right                      Left

Finishes               Glass                       Glass

Length                  1m                           1m

Height                 1.22m                     1.22m

Weight                 28kg                         28kg

Gate with left handle

Right Opening

Réf. CB173

Gate with right handle

Left Opening

Réf. CB174

This model is constituted by �lling in tempered glass of thickness 8mm. 

The panels are delivered without post. It is necessary to prevent a post

between every panel during the plan of setting-up.

The design of posts and �xations of the glass, allows a precise orientation

of the panels. All the panels are realized to measure according to the project.

2 posts are supplied preassembled with the gate, but it is necessary to

prevent a kit of �xation for gate on each side (see ref. SP03-05 in

the accessories section).

The lenghts of the panels correspond to the entraxes of the �xation of the posts (2 meters maximum, only on request).

    Fixation posts

Reference                                SP03-04

Utilisation                       Angles  45° à 315° 

Section post                   circle diameter 40

Weight                                          2.75kg

Height                                     1.15m

Section platine                    160x90mm

Entraxe �xation posts         107mm

Delivered with �xation part
(without ankle, see accessories page and «price list»)

Glass infill panels 8mm

Reference          SP03-01             SP03-02

Length              0.48 à 1m       1.01m à 1.5m

Height                                 1.14m

Weight              10 à 22kg             22 à 32kg  

Delivered with accessories for glass �xation

(without post)

1m50

1m14



Forme Hotel - Mauguio, 34 (France)
                                Realized in 2015



Installation advice

Details of the Gate

The gate authorizes 3 departures of panel. It is deeply advised to put panels in the alignment of the gate.

 Otherwise, it is necessary to plan a kit " big tra�c " (to see ref. CB418 in the accessories section) to optimize its functioning.

In every departure of panel, plan a kit of �xation for gate ref. SP03-05 in accessories section.

Advised installation of the gate

Plan the dimensions of the deck when

the post is situated near a wall.

The panels and the �xation of the posts

must be installed perpendicularly.

Details of the fixation
Post agains a wall

The �rst post from a wall has to be situated

In 45mm of the latter (quotation of the wall in the axis of the post).

In every case, do not leave an overpass in 100 mm between

 the wall and the last element of the barrier.

Mur

45mm mini

Attention on the dimensions on the ground of the gate (width 19cm). 

Against a wall, position the gate of 75 in 110mm of the wall.

SwimPark SP03 MODEL

Details glass orientation

All the orientations are available with our post

Reference SP03-04.



Particulier - Saint-Jean de Védas, 34 (France)
                 Realized by M. Menanteau en 2015



The modules designed in custom-length, and the speci�c posts with various angle

allowing both standard and creatively shaped pools to be closed o�.

When the safety barrier is used in conjonction with walls, the walls must be high enough

(at least 1.10 meters high between anchor points) to prevent access by climbing and not

allow access tough gaps, doors, windows, etc. (doors and windows must be �tted with

childproof locks).

The barrier must be at least 1 meter away from all water and a su�cient distance from

pool �ttings and accessories (�lter units, ladders,..).

Exemple of installation for 8 x 4 m swimming pool:

- 19 panels 1m50, ref. SP03-02

- 2 panels 1m ref. SP03-01

- 1 Gate 1m ref. CB173 ou CB174

- 2 kits �xation for gate ref. SP03-05

- 20 posts ref. SP03-04

SwimPark SP03 MODEL

Installation advice

    Gate against a wall - Wall fixation, accessorie ref. CB119

Against a wall, the gate must be �xed with

a wall �xation (to see accessories section).

Plan a space between gate and wall:

75 to 110mm from the wall to the entraxe of the

gate’s post.

75 à 110mm

We recommended installing the fence at least 1 meter from the pool edge. For private

 swimming pools, avoid placing the fence too far from the pool as this can counteract its e�ectiveness





SwimPark SP01 et SP03 MODELS

Accessories, options et spare parts

                     Wall �ation                                     Kit big tra�c                              Kit 2 anchors bolts                   Post’s Accessories SP01                    Post’s cap SP01                            Post’s cap SP01
                     Ref. CB119                                        Ref. CB418                                      Ref. CB111                                     Ref. CB400                                       Ref. CB401                                       Ref. CB402  

      Cap for doorstep                                Gate’s cap                                  Panels’s cap SP01                            Cluster gate                                   Handle kit                              Post’s Accessories SP03 
Ref. CB403                                     Ref. CB404                                       Ref. CB405                                      Ref. CB406                                    Ref. CB407                                      Ref. CB408   

Ref. SP03-05                                 Ref. SP03-06                                   Ref. SP03-07
     Kit �xation Gate                        Spacer for level gap                           Final spacer

 Angle                                               Straight line

Ground �xations SP01 ou SP03: 

With 2 points of �xation per post or per gate
The type of the �xation depends to the nature of the ground

(ref. CB111 for concrete slab).

 2 bolts

10mm - sold per 4    22mm    

Accessories SP03: 

SP03-05: allow the �xation of glass 8mm on   
a gate OR the instalation of the SP03 model

after a post of the SP01 model.

SP03-06: allow to compense a level gap of the
ground: 1cm per post maximum.

SP03-07: Necessity for the wedging of the last post
Of the installation (against a wall).



Saint-Vivien de Médoc -2010 Hourtin - Camping les Ecureuils - 2013

Amsterdam -2005 Côte d’azur -2008

Pays Basque - 2008

Un lieu conservé secret... -2009



Installations of exception...

Côte d’azur -2007 Côte d’azur -2007

Haute-Garonne - 2004 Dordogne - Camping la Bouquerie - 2010

Pays Basque - 2008

Seine et Marne - Yellow Village - 2013



Manufacturing aluminium products for over 40 years.
Designer of systems built from aluminium pro�les.
Production facilities formerly operated by TECHNAL, the leader in aluminium
joinery.
Member of the French Standard Commission in 2001-2004, participating in the
preparation of the swimming pool barrier standard NFP 90 -306, for children
protection.
Over 10 years’ experience in aluminium safety barriers.

SP01 Model: designed in 2001, presented for the �rst time in international event
for swimming pool in Barcelona.

SP03 Model: designed in 2012, presented for the �rst time in international event
for swimming pool in Lyon.
Perfect compromise between safety, elegance and discretion.

AXIUM Solutions aluminium - 21 rue Boudeville - 31100 TOULOUSE

SAS au capital de 80.000€  -  RCS Toulouse: 753 488 774

Tél: +335 61 16 32 90  -  Fax: +335 61 16 32 99  -  

      

T h e  a r t  o f  t h e  m a t e r i a l   
      

This document is not contractual. The descriptions, the illustrations, etc., are given for information purposes. 
Our models can undergo certain modi�cations or improvements without advance notice.


